## In The News

**Monday, Nov. 18, 2013**

- **UA to add synthetic cadaver lab, provide new technology for med students** *(UA College of Medicine — Phoenix and SynDaver Labs)*
  - 11/18/2013 Arizona Daily Wildcat *View Clip*

- **ABOR requests $1 billion to upgrade research infrastructure** *(450 million to the UA campus and the Phoenix Biomedical Campus)*
  - 11/18/2013 Arizona Daily Wildcat *View Clip*

- **Valley Fever medication price surges** *(John Galgiani, head of the University of Arizona Valley Fever Center for Excellence)*
  - 11/18/2013 KGUN-TV *View Clip*

- **Moving up in Tucson business: Sweitzer tapped for Sarver Heart Center** *(Dr. Nancy K. Sweitzer will become director of the University of Arizona Sarver Heart Center)*
  - 11/17/2013 Arizona Daily Star *View Clip*

- **Longtime healthcare advocate 'did it her way'** *(Dr. Herbert Abrams at the University of Arizona’s College of Medicine)*
  - 11/17/2013 Arizona Daily Star *View Clip*

- **High cost of valley fever: Price of drug skyrockets** *(John Galgiani, head of the University of Arizona Valley Fever Center for Excellence)*
  - 11/16/2013 Arizona Republic Advocate CTPost.com San Francisco Gate *View Clip*

- **Talking Valley fever with Dr. John Galgiani**
  - 11/16/2013 Global Dispatch *View Clip*

- **Do Hospital Workers Really Wash Their Hands?** *(University of Arizona Medical Center)*
  - 11/15/2013 FRONTLINE *View Clip*

- **How to get medical grads to stay in Arizona** *(UA Medical School campus in Phoenix)*
  - 11/11/2013 Arizona Republic *View Clip*